DESIGN GUIDE

Badges & Appliques
Essential information for designing your
custom clothing badges.
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You can create vibrant and eye-catching clothing badges that are
suitable for branding a range of garments and accessories. The
sections below will explain the design options that are available.

Contents &
Key Info

Style

Embroidered Badge . Chenille Badge . Woven Badge . Printed Badge

Design

Shape . Size . Colours

Attachment

Sew-On . Heat Applied

Finishing Options

Embroidered Edge . Merrowed Edge . Cut to shape

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Badge
Styles
We produce four main styles of
clothing badge, so you can choose

Embroidered Badges

Chenille Embroidery

Embroidered badges can be fully or partially embroidered and

Chenille is a high build, soft embroidery that is traditionally used for

provide a hard-wearing label with a textured, 3D appearance.

branding varsity jackets, but can be used across a range of garments.

Woven Badges

Printed Badges

Woven badges are a cost-effective option suited to more complex

Printed badges also offer finer detail but offer no raised or textured

designs but do not offer the textured appearance of embroidery.

design. They are suited to designs with small, intricate elements.

whatever suits your brand and
application.
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Shape

Size

We can produce clothing badges in any

You can specify the size you require for your

shape required, from standard rectangle

badge, which will often depend on where

and ovals, to more detailed shapes such as

you plan to use them and how detailed the

shields and letters.

design will be.

Colours
Clothing badges can be produced in any
required colours and we are able to match
to any given C or TPX Pantones.

Attachment

Design &
Finishing

Typically, clothing badges are sewn-on to garments but we can also supply with a glue backing for them to be heat
applied where required.

In this instance, we would request a sample of the garment material so we can test the badges and supply with a
suitable adhesive.

Our badges are custom made so you
can specify you requirements in terms
of shape, size and colour while there
are three options in terms of a

Embroidered Edge

Merrowed Edge

Cut to Shape

This edge involves having a border

Merrowing, also known as overlocking, is

Die-cutting involves cutting to the shape of

embroidered on to the face of the badge and

the process of wrapping thread around

the badge without having an embroidered

then cutting to shape around this border.

fabric to produce a uniform stitch.

or merrowed edge.

finished edge.
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
clothing badges, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

